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Encoding processing is performed on audio data and
an audio stream in which an audio frame including audio
compression data is continuously arranged is generated.
Tag information indicating that the audio compression

data of a predetermined sound unit is included is inserted
into the audio frame including the audio compression da-
ta of the predetermined sound unit. A container stream
of a predetermined format including the audio stream into
which the tag information is inserted is transmitted.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present technology relates to a transmitting
apparatus, a transmitting method, a receiving apparatus,
and a receiving method, and more particularly to a trans-
mitting apparatus or the like that transmits an audio
stream in a voice-attached distribution service or the like.

[Background Art]

[0002] For example, PTL 1 discloses that predeter-
mined information is inserted into an audio compression
data stream and is transmitted from a broadcasting sta-
tion, a distribution server, or the like and processing is
performed using the predetermined information on a re-
ceiving side.
[0003] Further, for example, PTL 2 discloses, as a
three-dimensional (3D) sound technology, a 3D audio
rendering technology for mapping audio data of an object
sound source to a speaker that exists in any location on
the basis of its positional information.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0004]

[PTL 1]
JP 2012-010311A
[PTL 2]
JP 2014-520491A

[Summary]

[Technical Problem]

[0005] An object of the present technology is to facili-
tate a process of an audio stream on a receiving side.

[Solution to Problem]

[0006] A concept of the present technology lies in a
transmitting apparatus including a stream generating
section configured to generate an audio stream in which
an audio frame including audio compression data ob-
tained by performing encoding processing on audio data
is continuously arranged, an information inserting section
configured to insert tag information indicating that the
audio compression data of a predetermined sound unit
is included into the audio frame including the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit, and a
transmitting section configured to transmit a container
stream of a predetermined format including the audio
stream into which the tag information is inserted.
[0007] In the present technology, encoding processing

is performed on audio data and an audio stream in which
an audio frame including audio compression data is con-
tinuously arranged is generated by the stream generating
section. Tag information indicating that the audio com-
pression data of a predetermined sound unit is included
is inserted into the audio frame including the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit by the
information inserting section. Here, the sound unit means
a cohesiveness corresponding to any time of a sound
such as a human voice (voice), a chirp of animals, or an
environmental sound. A container stream of a predeter-
mined format including the audio stream into which the
tag information is inserted is transmitted by the transmit-
ting section.
[0008] For example, the tag information may have type
information indicating that a start position of the audio
compression data of the predetermined sound unit is in-
cluded, an end position thereof is included, or neither of
the start position and the end position is included. In this
case, for example, the tag information may have offset
information indicating an offset of a sample unit from a
frame head to the start position when the type information
indicates that the start position is included and indicating
an offset of a sample unit from a frame head to the end
position when the type information indicates that the end
position is included.
[0009] Further, for example, the tag information may
have frame count information indicating a frame position
from a service head of the audio frame into which the tag
information is inserted. Further, for example, when the
predetermined sound unit is provided in plurality, the tag
information may have sound unit identification informa-
tion for identifying a corresponding sound unit.
[0010] Further, for example, when the predetermined
sound unit is provided in plurality and sound units of a
plurality of generation sources are included in the plurality
of sound units, the tag information may have generation
source identification information for identifying the gen-
eration source of the corresponding sound unit. Here, in
a case in which the sound is a human voice (voice), the
generation source means a speaker such as "Mr. A,"
"Mrs. B," a "man," a "woman," an "adult," or a "child," in
a case in which the sound is a chirp of animals, the gen-
eration source means a kind of animals or the like such
as a "dog" or a "cat," and in a case in which the sound is
an environmental sound, the generation source means
an environmental sound generating place such as a "con-
struction site," a "concert hall," or a "soccer ground," or
an environmental sound itself such as a "sound of
waves," a "sound of a typhoon," or "peals of thunder."
[0011] Further, for example, the stream generating
section may perform encoding processing on the audio
data of a plurality of groups and generate the audio
stream in which the audio frame including the audio com-
pression data of the plurality of groups is continuously
arranged, and the tag information may have group iden-
tification information for identifying a group to which the
audio compression data of the predetermined sound unit
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belongs. In this case, for example, when a group indicat-
ed by the group identification information is a group con-
stituting a predetermined switch group, the tag informa-
tion may have switch group identification information for
identifying the predetermined switch group.
[0012] As described above, in the present technology,
the tag information indicating that the audio compression
data of a predetermined sound unit is included is inserted
into the audio frame including the audio compression da-
ta of the predetermined sound unit. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to easily segment the audio data corresponding to
the predetermined sound unit and use the audio data for
a sound output, a caption display, or the like on the basis
of the tag information on the receiving side.
[0013] It is to be noted that, in the present technology,
for example, the information inserting section may further
insert table information having information associated
with the predetermined sound unit within the audio
stream into a layer of the container stream and/or a layer
of the audio stream. For example, the information asso-
ciated with the predetermined sound unit may have the
frame count information indicating the frame position
from the service head of the audio frame including the
audio compression data of the predetermined sound unit.
[0014] Further, for example, when the predetermined
sound unit is provided in plurality, information associated
with the plurality of sound units may have the sound unit
identification information for identifying the correspond-
ing sound unit, individually. Further, for example, when
the predetermined sound unit is provided in plurality and
the sound units of the plurality of generation sources is
included in the plurality of sound units, the information
associated with the plurality of sound units may have the
generation source identification information for identify-
ing the generation source of the corresponding sound
unit, individually.
[0015] As described above, the table information hav-
ing information associated with the predetermined sound
unit within the audio stream is inserted into a layer of the
container stream and/or a layer of the audio stream, and
therefore it is possible to perform a process based on the
information associated with the predetermined sound
unit of the table information on the receiving side. For
example, from the storage in which the container stream
is written, it is possible to easily perform the reading from
a position in which the audio compression data of the
predetermined sound unit is included.
[0016] In addition, another concept of the present tech-
nology lies in a receiving apparatus including a receiving
section configured to receive a container stream of a pre-
determined format including an audio stream in which an
audio frame including audio compression data is contin-
uously arranged. The audio frame including the audio
compression data of a predetermined sound unit includes
tag information indicating that the audio compression da-
ta of the predetermined sound unit is included. The re-
ceiving apparatus further includes a processing section
configured to perform a process of the audio stream by

using the tag information.
[0017] In the present technology, a container stream
of a predetermined format including an audio stream in
which an audio frame including audio compression data
is continuously arranged is received by the receiving sec-
tion. The audio frame including the audio compression
data of a predetermined sound unit includes tag informa-
tion indicating that the audio compression data of the
predetermined sound unit is included. The process of the
audio stream is performed by using the tag information
by the processing section.
[0018] For example, the processing section may in-
clude a decoding section configured to perform decoding
processing on the audio compression data included in
each audio frame of the audio stream and obtain audio
data, and a data segmenting and holding section config-
ured to segment the audio data corresponding to the pre-
determined sound unit from the audio data obtained by
the decoding section and hold the audio data in a buffer
on the basis of the tag information. In this case, for ex-
ample, the processing section may further include a data
output section configured to read and output the audio
data corresponding to the predetermined sound unit from
the buffer on the basis of operational information of a
user.
[0019] Further, for example, the processing section
may include a decoding section configured to perform
decoding processing on the audio compression data in-
cluded in each audio frame of the audio stream and obtain
the audio data, and a caption data generating section
configured to segment the audio data corresponding to
the predetermined sound unit from the audio data ob-
tained by the decoding section, perform a text conver-
sion, and generate caption data on the basis of the tag
information.
[0020] As described above, in the present technology,
the tag information indicating that the audio compression
data of a predetermined sound unit is included, which is
inserted into the audio frame including the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit, is used
and the process of an audio stream is performed. There-
fore, the audio data corresponding to the predetermined
sound unit is easily enabled to be segmented and used
for a sound output, a caption display, or the like.
[0021] In addition, another concept of the present tech-
nology lies in a receiving apparatus including a receiving
section configured to receive a container stream of a pre-
determined format including an audio stream in which an
audio frame including audio compression data is contin-
uously arranged. The audio frame including the audio
compression data of a predetermined sound unit includes
tag information indicating that the audio compression da-
ta of the predetermined sound unit is included, a layer of
the container stream and/or a layer of the audio stream
includes table information having information associated
with the predetermined sound unit within the audio
stream. The receiving apparatus further includes a con-
trol section configured to control the received container
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stream to be written in a storage, the container stream
to be read from the storage, the audio stream included
in the read container stream to be processed. The control
section controls the container stream to be read from the
storage on the basis of information associated with the
predetermined sound unit of the table information.
[0022] In the present technology, a container stream
of a predetermined format including an audio stream in
which an audio frame including audio compression data
is continuously arranged is received by the receiving sec-
tion. The audio frame including the audio compression
data of a predetermined sound unit includes tag informa-
tion indicating that the audio compression data of the
predetermined sound unit is included. Further, a layer of
the container stream and/or a layer of the audio stream
include table information having information associated
with the predetermined sound unit within the audio
stream.
[0023] The received container stream is controlled to
be written in the storage by the control section. For ex-
ample, the storage is a local storage or an online storage
(the storage on a network). In addition, the container
stream is controlled to be read from the storage by the
control section. In this case, the container stream is con-
trolled on the basis of the information associated with the
predetermined sound unit of the table information.
[0024] As described above, in the present technology,
the container stream is controlled to be read from the
storage on the basis of the information associated with
the predetermined sound unit of the table information.
Therefore, for example, from the storage, it is possible
to easily read the container stream in a position in which
the audio compression data of the predetermined sound
unit is included.

[Advantageous Effect of Invention]

[0025] According to the present technology, it is pos-
sible to facilitate a process of an audio stream on the
receiving side. It is noted that the effect described in this
specification is just an example and does not set any
limitation, and there may be additional effects.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0026]

[FIG. 1]
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
example of a transmitting and receiving system as
an embodiment.
[FIG. 2]
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a structure example
of an audio frame in transport data of MPEG-H 3D
Audio.
[FIG. 3]
FIG. 3 is a diagram describing a newly defined packet
type.

[FIG. 4]
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a configuration exam-
ple of the transport data of MPEG-H 3D Audio.
[FIG. 5]
FIG. 5 is a diagram schematically illustrating a con-
figuration example of the audio frame in a case of
transmitting the audio frame in one stream or in mul-
tiple streams.
[FIG. 6]
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of a cor-
respondence relationship between an audio stream
in which the audio frame including audio compres-
sion data is continuously arranged and a sound unit.
[FIG. 7]
FIG. 7 is a diagram briefly illustrating an example of
contents of tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" included in the audio
frame.
[FIG. 8]
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating an example of an in-
sertion of the tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" into the audio stream
and an insertion of table information "Tag_table()"
thereinto.
[FIG. 9]
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating an example of con-
tents of table information ’Tag Table 1" inserted into
the audio stream.
[FIG. 10]
FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating a structure example
of the tag information "Speech_tag_information()."
[FIG. 11]
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a structure example
of the table information ’Tag table()."
[FIG. 12]
FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating contents of primary
information in a structure example of the tag infor-
mation "Speech_tag_information()" and in a struc-
ture example of the table information "Tag table()."
[FIG. 13]
FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating a structure example
of a tag table descriptor (Tag_table_descriptor()).
[FIG. 14]
FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
example of a stream generating section included in
a service transmitter 100.
[FIG. 15]
FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of a transport stream TS in a case in which
transport data of 3D audio is transmitted in one
stream.
[FIG. 16]
FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of the transport stream TS in a case in which
the transport data of the 3D audio is transmitted in
two streams.
[FIG. 17]
FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
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example of a service receiver.
[FIG. 18]
FIG. 18 is a diagram describing an operation of read-
ing (reproduction) from a storage.
[FIG. 19]
FIG. 19 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
example of an audio decoding section.
[FIG. 20]
FIG. 20 is a diagram illustrating an example of a hold
content of an audio data & tag buffer.
[FIG. 21]
FIG. 21 is a diagram illustrating an example of infor-
mation associated with the sound unit displayed on
a display panel.
[FIG. 22]
FIG. 22 is a diagram illustrating a caption display
example on the display panel.
[FIG. 23]
FIG. 23 is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of an MMT stream.
[FIG. 24]
FIG. 24 is a diagram illustrating a configuration ex-
ample of an MP4 stream (file) including data of an
audio track in a case in which an audio compression
format is an AC4.
[FIG. 25]
FIG. 25 is a diagram illustrating an MPD file descrip-
tion example.
[FIG. 26]
FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating contents of primary
information in the MPD file description example.
[FIG. 27]
FIG. 27 is a diagram illustrating a structure of a layer
of an AC4 simple transport (Simple Transport).
[FIG. 28]
FIG. 28 is a diagram illustrating a schematic config-
uration of a TOC (ac4_toc()) and a substream
(ac4_substream_data()).

[Description of Embodiments]

[0027] In the following, modes (hereinafter, referred to
as "embodiments") for carrying out the invention will be
described. It is noted that the descriptions will be given
in the following order.

1. Embodiment
2. Modified Examples

<1. Embodiment>

[Configuration Example of Transmitting and Receiving 
System]

[0028] FIG. 1 illustrates a configuration example of a
transmitting and receiving system 10 as an embodiment.
The transmitting and receiving system 10 includes a serv-
ice transmitter 100 and a service receiver 200. The serv-

ice transmitter 100 transmits an MPEG-2 transport
stream (hereinafter, simply referred to as a "transport
stream TS") as a container stream (multiplexed stream)
on a broadcast wave or a packet through a network.
[0029] The transport stream TS has an audio stream,
or a video stream and an audio stream. In the present
embodiment, the transport stream TS is assumed to have
the video stream and the audio stream. The audio stream
is an audio stream in which an audio frame including
audio compression data obtained by performing encod-
ing processing on audio data is continuously arranged.
In the present embodiment, an encoding method of the
audio stream is set to MPEG-H 3D Audio.
[0030] The service transmitter 100 inserts tag informa-
tion indicating that audio compression data of a prede-
termined sound unit is included into the audio frame in-
cluding the audio compression data of the predetermined
sound unit. Here, the sound unit means a cohesiveness
corresponding to any time such as a human voice (voice),
a chirp of animals, or an environmental sound. In the
present embodiment, the sound unit is assumed to be a
cohesiveness corresponding to any time of voices.
[0031] The tag information has type information. The
type information indicates that a start position of the audio
compression data of the predetermined sound unit is in-
cluded, an end position thereof is included, or neither of
the start position and the end position is included. Further,
the tag information has offset information indicating an
offset of a sample unit from a frame head to the start
position when the type information indicates that the start
position is included, and also indicating an offset of a
sample unit from a frame head to the end position when
the type information indicates that the end position is in-
cluded.
[0032] Further, the tag information has frame count in-
formation indicating a frame position from the service
head of the audio frame into which the tag information is
inserted. In addition, when the predetermined sound unit
is provided in plurality, the tag information has sound unit
identification information for identifying a corresponding
sound unit.
[0033] In addition, when the predetermined sound unit
is provided in plurality and sound units of a plurality of
generation sources are included in the plurality of sound
units, the tag information has generation source identifi-
cation information for identifying the generation source
of the corresponding sound unit. In the present embod-
iment, the sound unit is a cohesiveness corresponding
to any time of voices and the generation source is a
speaker who emits voices, such as "Mr. A," "Mrs. B," a
"man," a "woman," an "adult," or a "child."
[0034] In addition, when handling the audio compres-
sion data of a plurality of groups as the audio compres-
sion data, the tag information has group identification in-
formation for identifying a group to which the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit belongs.
In addition, when the group identification information be-
longs to a group constituting a predetermined switch
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group, the tag information has switch group identification
information for identifying the predetermined switch
group.
[0035] The service transmitter 100 inserts table infor-
mation having information associated with the predeter-
mined sound unit within the audio stream into a layer of
the transport stream TS and/or a layer of the audio stream
as the container stream. The information associated with
the predetermined sound unit has the frame count infor-
mation indicating a frame position from the service head
of the audio frame including the audio compression data
of the predetermined sound unit.
[0036] Further, when a predetermined unit is provided
in plurality, information associated with the plurality of
sound units has the sound unit identification information
for identifying the corresponding sound unit, individually.
In addition, when the predetermined sound unit is pro-
vided in plurality and a plurality of sound units of the plu-
rality of generation sources are included in the plurality
of sound units, the information associated with the plu-
rality of sound units has the generation source identifi-
cation information for identifying the generation source
of the corresponding sound unit, individually.
[0037] FIG. 2 illustrates a structure example of an au-
dio frame in transport data of MPEG-H 3D Audio. The
audio frame includes a plurality of MPEG audio stream
packets (mpeg Audio Stream Packet). Each of the MPEG
audio stream packets includes a header (Header) and a
payload (Payload).
[0038] The header includes information such as a
packet type (Packet Type), a packet label (Packet Label),
and a packet length (Packet Length). Information defined
in the packet type of the header is assigned in the pay-
load. The payload information includes "SYNC" corre-
sponding to a synchronization start code, "Frame" serv-
ing as actual data of 3D audio transport data, and "Config"
indicating a configuration of the "Frame."
[0039] The "Frame" includes channel coded data and
object coded data constituting 3D audio transport data.
Here, the channel coded data includes coded sample
data such as an SCE (Single Channel Element), a CPE
(Channel Pair Element), and an LFE (Low Frequency
Element). In addition, the object coded data includes the
coded sample data of the SCE (Single Channel Element)
and metadata for mapping and rendering the coded sam-
ple data to a speaker that is in any position. The metadata
is included as an extension element (Ext_element).
[0040] Further, the payload information is newly de-
fined in the present embodiment. ’Tag
table" and "Speech tag information" are provided in the
payload information. In the "Speech tag information," the
above-described tag
information "Speech_tag_information()" is included and
in the "Tag table," the above-described table
information "Tag_table()" is included. FIG. 3 illustrates
that "SpeechTagInformation" for including the tag
information "Speech_tag_information()" and "TagTable
" for including the table information "Tag_table()" are

newly defined as a packet type.
[0041] FIG. 4 illustrates a configuration example of
transport data of MPEG-H 3D Audio. The configuration
example includes one piece of channel coded data and
six pieces of object coded data. One piece of channel
coded data is channel coded data (CD) of 5.1 channel
and includes each piece of coded sample data of SCE1,
CPE1.1, CPE1.2, and LFE1.
[0042] Among the six pieces of object coded data, first
three pieces of object coded data belong to coded data
(DOD) of a content group of a dialog language object.
The three pieces of object coded data are coded data of
the dialog language object corresponding to respective
first, second, and third languages.
[0043] The coded data of the dialog language object
corresponding to the first, second, and third languages
individually includes coded sample data SCE2, SCE3,
and SCE4 and metadata (Object metadata) for mapping
and rendering the coded sample data to a speaker that
is present in any position.
[0044] In addition, among the six pieces of object cod-
ed data, the remaining three pieces of object coded data
belong to coded data (SEO) of a content group of a sound
effect object. The three pieces of object coded data are
coded data of a sound effect object (Object for sound
effect) corresponding to respective first, second, and
third sound effects.
[0045] The coded data of the sound effect object cor-
responding to the first, second, and third sound effects
individually includes coded sample data SCE5, SCE6,
and SCE7 and metadata (Object metadata) for mapping
and rendering the coded sample data to a speaker that
is present in any position.
[0046] The coded data is classified by a concept of a
group (Group) for each category. In this configuration
example, channel coded data of 5.1 channel is classified
as a group 1 (Group 1). In addition, coded data of the
dialog language object corresponding to the first, second,
and third languages is classified as a group 2 (Group 2),
a group 3 (Group 3), and a group 4 (Group 4), individually.
In addition, coded data of the sound effect object corre-
sponding to the first, second, and third sound effects is
classified as a group 5 (Group 5), a group 6 (Group 6),
and a group 7 (Group 7), individually.
[0047] In addition, data that can be selected among
groups on a receiving side is registered in a switch group
(SW Group) and coded. In this configuration example,
the group 2, group 3, and group 4 belonging to the content
group of the dialog language object are classified as a
switch group 1 (SW Group 1). Further, the group 5, group
6, and group 7 belonging to the content group of the
sound effect object are classified as a switch group 2
(SW Group 2).
[0048] Referring back to FIG. 1, the service transmitter
100 transmits transport data of 3D audio including coded
data of plural groups as described above in one stream
(Single stream) or in multiple streams (Multiple stream),
for example, in two streams.
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[0049] FIG. 5(a) schematically illustrates a configura-
tion example of an audio frame in a case in which trans-
mission is performed in one stream in the configuration
example of the transport data of 3D audio of FIG. 4. In
this case, the one stream includes the channel coded
data (CD), the coded data of the dialog language object
(DOD), and the coded data of the sound effect object
(SEO), and in addition, the tag information "Speech tag
information()" and the table information ’Tag
table()" along with "SYNC" information
and "Config" information.
[0050] Note that the tag information "Speech tag infor-
mation()" and the table information "Tag table()" are not
limited to be included in all the audio frames. The tag
information "Speech tag information()" is included in the
audio frame including the audio compression data of the
predetermined sound unit. Further, the table information
’Tag table()" is inserted into any audio frame. The above
fact is similarly applied to even a case in which transmis-
sion is performed in the following multiple streams.
[0051] In the configuration example of the transport da-
ta of 3D audio of FIG. 4, FIG. 5(b) schematically illustrates
a configuration example of an audio frame in a case in
which transmission is performed in multiple streams
(each stream is assumed to be arbitrarily referred to as
a "substream"), here, in two streams. In this case, the
substream 1 includes the channel coded data (CD) and
further the tag information "Speech tag information()" and
the table information "Tag table()" along with the "SYNC"
information and the "Config" information.
[0052] Further, the substream 2 includes the coded da-
ta (DOD) of the dialog language object and the coded
data (SEO) of the sound effect object and further the tag
information "Speech tag information()" and the table in-
formation "Tag table()" along with the "SYNC" informa-
tion and the "Config" information.
[0053] Note that in the example of FIG. 5(b), both of
the substreams 1 and 2 include the tag information
"Speech tag information()" and the table information ’Tag
table()," however, in a case of multiple streams, any one
or more of the substreams include the tag
information "Speech tag information()" and the table
information "Tag table()" to thereby perform a simple
control management.
[0054] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a correspond-
ence relationship between the audio stream in which the
audio frame including the audio compression data is con-
tinuously arranged and the sound unit. In this example,
a sound unit 1 having an audio content 1 and a sound
unit 2 having an audio content 2 are present.
[0055] In the sound unit 1, a start position is present in
an audio frame f1 and an end position is present in an
audio frame f2. An offset of a sample unit from a frame
head to the start position of the audio frame f1 is "xs1"
and an offset of a sample unit from a frame head to the
end position of the audio frame f2 is "xe1." Further, in the
sound unit 2, a start position is present in an audio frame
f3 and an end position is present in an audio frame f4.

An offset of a sample unit from a frame head to the start
position of the audio frame f3 is "xs2" and an offset of a
sample unit from a frame head to the end position of the
audio frame f4 is "xe2."
[0056] FIG. 7 simply illustrates an example of contents
of the tag information "Speech_tag_information()" includ-
ed in the audio frame (Audio Frame). Note that in this
example, the frame count information, the group identi-
fication information, the switch group identification infor-
mation, or the like is omitted.
[0057] FIG. 7(a) illustrates an example of an audio
frame (refer to the audio frames f1 and f3 of FIG. 6) in-
cluding a start position of a sound unit. In this case, in-
formation such as the sound unit identification informa-
tion "speech_id," the generation source identification in-
formation "speaker_id," the type information "sted_type,"
and the offset information "sample_offset" is present.
[0058] An expression "speech_id=1" indicates that the
identification information of the corresponding sound unit
is "1." An expression "speaker_id=1" indicates that the
identification information of the generation source
(speaker) of the corresponding sound unit is "1." An ex-
pression "sted_type=1" indicates that the type informa-
tion is "1," that is, the start position of the sound unit is
included. Then, an expression "sample_offset=xs" indi-
cates that an offset of a sample unit from a frame head
to the start position is "xs."
[0059] FIG. 7(b) illustrates an example of an audio
frame (refer to audio frames positioning from the next
audio frame of the audio frame f1 to the previous audio
frame of the audio frame f2 and audio frames positioning
from the next audio frame of the audio frame f3 to the
previous audio frame of the audio frame f4 of FIG. 6)
including neither of a start position and an end position
of a sound unit. In this case, information such as the
sound unit identification information "speech_id," the
generation source identification information
"speaker_id," and the type information "sted_type" is
present.
[0060] The expression "speech_id=1" indicates that
the identification information of the corresponding sound
unit is "1." The expression "speaker_id=1" indicates that
the identification information of the generation source
(speaker) of the corresponding sound unit is "1." An ex-
pression "sted_type=3" indicates that the type informa-
tion is "3," that is, a continuation state in which neither of
the start position and the end position of the sound unit
is included.
[0061] FIG. 7(c) illustrates an example of an audio
frame (refer to the audio frames f2 and f4 of FIG. 6) in-
cluding an end position of a sound unit. In this case, in-
formation such as the sound unit identification informa-
tion "speech_id," the generation source identification in-
formation "speaker_id," the type information "sted_type,"
and the offset information "sample_offset" is present.
[0062] The expression "speech_id=1" indicates that
the identification information of the corresponding sound
unit is "1." The expression "speaker_id=1" indicates that
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the identification information of the generation source
(speaker) of the corresponding sound unit is "1." An ex-
pression "sted_type=2" indicates that the type informa-
tion is "2," that is, the end position of the sound unit is
included. Further, an expression "sample_offset=xe" in-
dicates that an offset of a sample unit from a frame head
to the end position is "xe."
[0063] FIG. 8 illustrates an example of an insertion of
the tag information "Speech_tag_information()" into an
audio stream and that of the table information
"Tag_table()" into the audio stream. This example indi-
cates a case in which the group 2 (Group_id=2) of the
switch group 1 (SW_group_id=1) is noticed and a speak-
er 1 (speaker_id=1), a speaker 2 (speaker_id=2), and a
speaker 3 (speaker_id=3) exist as a generation source
(speaker) of a sound unit.
[0064] The tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" of four sound units is insert-
ed into the audio stream in frame positions of C1, C2,
C3, and C4. The tag information of respective sound units
is normally inserted into plural frames. The frame posi-
tions C1, C2, C3, and C4 indicate frame counts indicating
the frame position from a service head of an audio frame
including a start position.
[0065] The tag information inserted in the frame posi-
tion of C1 corresponds to the sound unit (speech_id=1)
related to a voice of the speaker 2 (speaker_id=2). The
tag information inserted in the frame position of C2 cor-
responds to the sound unit (speech_id=2) related to a
voice of the speaker 2 (speaker_id=2). The tag informa-
tion inserted in the frame position of C3 corresponds to
the sound unit (speech_id=3) related to a voice of the
speaker 1 (speaker_id=1). The tag information inserted
in the frame position of C4 corresponds to the sound unit
(speech_id=4) related to a voice of the speaker 3
(speaker_id=3).
[0066] Table information "Tag Table 1" having infor-
mation associated with the four sound units inserted in
the frame positions of C1, C2, C3, and C4 is inserted into
the audio stream in frame positions before the frame po-
sitions of C1, C2, C3, and C4. FIG. 9(a) illustrates an
example of contents of the table information ’Tag Table
1." The sound unit information "Speech_id," the genera-
tion source identification information "Speaker_id," and
the frame count information "Audio_frame_count" are
present for each sound unit in addition to the switch group
identification information "SW_group_id" and group
identification information "Group_id" common to each
sound unit.
[0067] Further, the tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" of five sound units is insert-
ed into the audio stream in frame positions of C5, C6,
C7, C8, and C9. The tag information of respective sound
units is normally inserted into plural frames. The frame
positions of C5, C6, C7, C8, and C9 indicate frame count
values indicating the frame position from a service head
of an audio frame including a start position.
[0068] The tag information inserted in the frame posi-

tion of C5 corresponds to a sound unit (speech_id=5)
related to a voice of the speaker 1 (speaker_id=1). The
tag information inserted in the frame position of C6 cor-
responds to a sound unit (speech_id=6) related to a voice
of the speaker 3 (speaker_id=3). The tag information in-
serted in the frame position of C7 corresponds to a sound
unit (speech_id=7) related to a voice of the speaker 1
(speaker_id=1). The tag information inserted in the frame
position of C8 corresponds to a sound unit (speech_id=8)
related to a voice of the speaker 1 (speaker_id=1). The
tag information inserted in the frame position of C9 cor-
responds to a sound unit (speech_id=9) related to a voice
of the speaker 2 (speaker_id=2).
[0069] Table information "Tag Table 2" having infor-
mation associated with the five sound units inserted in
the frame positions of C5, C6, C7, C8, and C9 is inserted
into the audio stream in frame positions before the frame
positions of C5, C6, C7, C8, and C9. FIG. 9(b) illustrates
an example of contents of the table information "Tag Ta-
ble 2." The sound unit information "Speech_id," the gen-
eration source identification information "Speaker_id,"
and the frame count information "Audio_frame_count"
are present for each sound unit in addition to the switch
group identification information "SW_group_id" and
group identification information "Group_id" common to
each sound unit.
[0070] FIG. 10 illustrates a structure example (syntax)
of the tag information "Speech_tag_information()." FIG.
11 illustrates a structure example (syntax) of the table
information "Tag table()." FIG. 12 illustrates contents (se-
mantics) of primary information in their structure exam-
ples.
[0071] First, the structure example of the tag informa-
tion "Speech_tag_information()" will be described. A 16-
bit field of "audio_frame_count" indicates, by the frame
count value, the frame position from the service head of
the audio frame into which the tag information is inserted.
An 8-bit field of "num_of_speeches" indicates the number
of the sound units. Respective fields of an 8-bit field of
"speech_id," an 8-bit field of "group_id," an 8-bit field of
"sw_group_id," an 8-bit field of "speaker_id," a 2-bit field
of "sted_type," and a 14-bit field of "sample_offset" are
repeatedly provided to correspond to the number of the
sound units.
[0072] The field of "speech_id" indicates the sound unit
identification information. The field of "group_id" indi-
cates the group identification information. The field of
"sw_group_id" indicates the switch group identification
information. The field of "speaker_id" indicates the gen-
eration source (speaker) identification information. The
field of "sted_type" indicates that the start position of the
sound unit is included, the end position thereof is includ-
ed, or neither of the start position and the end position is
included (continuation). For example, "01" indicates that
the start position is included, "10" indicates that the end
position is included, and "11" indicates that neither of the
start position and the end position is included (continua-
tion).
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[0073] The field of "sample_offset" indicates an offset
of a sample unit from the frame head to the start posi-
tion/end position. When "sted_type" is "01," the field of
"sample_offset" indicates an offset of a sample unit from
the frame head to the start position and, when "sted_type"
is "10," indicates an offset of a sample unit from the frame
head to the end position.
[0074] Next, the structure example of the table infor-
mation "Tag_table()" will be described. An 8-bit field of
"group_id" indicates the group identification information.
An 8-bit field of "sw_group_id" indicates the switch group
identification information. An 8-bit field of
"num_of_speeches" indicates the number of the sound
units. Respective fields of an 8-bit field of "speech_id,"
an 8-bit field of "speaker_id," and a 16-bit field of
"audio_frame_count" are repeatedly provided to corre-
spond to the number of the sound units.
[0075] The field of "speech_id" indicates the sound unit
identification information. The field of "speaker_id" indi-
cates the generation source (speaker) identification in-
formation. The frame position from the service head of
the audio frame in which the start position of the sound
unit is included is indicated by the frame count value.
[0076] FIG. 13 illustrates a structure example (syntax)
of a tag table descriptor (Tag_table_descriptor()) for in-
serting information similar to the above-described table
information "Tag_table()" into the container stream. An
8-bit field of "descriptor_tag" indicates a descriptor type.
Here, the 8-bit field of "descriptor_tag" indicates the tag
table descriptor. An 8-bit field of "descriptor_length" in-
dicates a length (a size) of a descriptor and the length of
the descriptor indicates the following number of bytes.
[0077] An 8-bit field of "num_of_groups" indicates the
number of groups. The following factors are repeatedly
provided to correspond to the number of groups. An 8-
bit field of "stream_id" is used for identifying an audio
stream in a case in which the audio stream includes mul-
tiple streams. It is possible to specify the transport stream
by using the information and a streamID indicated by
"MPEG-H 3D Audio Multi-Stream Descriptor." The field
of "group_id" indicates the group identification informa-
tion. The field of "sw_group_id" indicates the switch group
identification information. The 8-bit field of
"num_of_speeches" indicates the number of the sound
units. Respective fields of an 8-bit field of "speech_id,"
an 8-bit field of "speaker_id," and a 16-bit field of
"audio_frame_count" are repeatedly provided to corre-
spond to the number of the sound units. Note that con-
tents of information associated with respective fields are
similar to those of descriptions of the above-described
table information "Tag_table()" (refer to FIG. 11).
[0078] Referring back to FIG. 1, the service receiver
200 receives the above-described transport stream TS
transmitted from the service transmitter 100 on a broad-
cast wave or on a packet through a network. The trans-
port stream TS includes an audio stream in addition to a
video stream. The audio stream is an audio stream in
which an audio frame including audio compression data

obtained by performing encoding processing on audio
data is continuously arranged.
[0079] As described above, the tag information (refer
to FIG. 10) indicating that the audio compression data of
the predetermined sound unit is included is inserted into
the audio frame including the audio compression data of
the predetermined sound unit. Further, as described
above, the table information (refer to FIG. 11 and FIG.
13) having information associated with the predeter-
mined sound unit within the audio stream is inserted into
a layer of the transport stream TS and/or a layer of the
audio stream.
[0080] The service receiver 200 performs a process of
the audio stream by using the tag information. For exam-
ple, the service receiver 200 obtains the audio data by
performing decoding processing on the audio compres-
sion data included in respective audio frames of the audio
stream; further, on the basis of the tag information, the
service receiver 200 segments audio data corresponding
to the predetermined sound unit from the audio data and
holds the audio data in a buffer. Then, on the basis of
operational information of a user, the service receiver
200 reads the audio data corresponding to the predeter-
mined sound unit from the buffer and outputs the audio
data as a sound or performs a text conversion to display
the audio data as a caption.
[0081] Further, for example, the service receiver 200
performs decoding processing on the audio compression
data included in respective audio frames of the audio
stream and obtains the audio data; further, on the basis
of the tag information, the service receiver 200 segments
audio data corresponding to the predetermined sound
unit from the audio data, performs the text conversion,
generates caption data, and performs a caption display.
[0082] Further, the service receiver 200 writes the
transport stream TS in a local storage or an online storage
and then reads the transport stream TS from the storage
to perform a process of the audio stream included in the
transport stream TS. On the basis of the information as-
sociated with the predetermined sound unit included in
the table information, the service receiver 200 can control
the transport stream TS to be read from the storage. For
example, the service receiver 200 can control the con-
tainer stream to be read from a frame position in which
the sound unit according to user selection is included.

[Stream Generating Section of Service Transmitter]

[0083] FIG. 14 illustrates a configuration example of a
stream generating section 110 included in the service
transmitter 100. The stream generating section 110 in-
cludes a control section 111, a video encoder 112, an
audio encoder 113, and a multiplexer 114.
[0084] The video encoder 112 inputs video data SV,
codes the video data SV, and generates a video stream
(a video elementary stream). The audio encoder 113 in-
puts object data of a predetermined number of content
groups in addition to channel data as audio data SA. One
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or a plurality of pieces of object content belong to each
content group.
[0085] The audio encoder 113 codes the audio data
SA, obtains 3D audio transport data, and generates an
audio stream (an audio elementary stream) including the
3D audio transport data. The 3D audio transport data
includes object coded data of a predetermined number
of content groups in addition to channel coded data.
[0086] For example, as illustrated in the configuration
example of FIG. 4, channel coded data (CD), coded data
(DOD) of a content group of a dialog language object,
and coded data (SEO) of a content group of a sound
effect object are included.
[0087] Under the control of the control section 111, the
audio encoder 113 inserts the tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" (refer to FIG. 10) indicating
that the audio compression data of the predetermined
sound unit is included into the audio frame including the
audio compression data of the predetermined sound unit.
Further, under the control of the control section 111, the
audio encoder 113 inserts the table information
"Tag_table()" (refer to FIG. 11) having information asso-
ciated with the predetermined sound unit within the audio
stream into any audio frame.
[0088] The multiplexer 114 individually PES-packetiz-
es the video stream output from the video encoder 112
and a predetermined number of audio streams output
from the audio encoder 113, additionally transport-pack-
etizes and multiplexes the stream, and obtains a trans-
port stream TS as the container stream (the multiplexed
stream).
[0089] Under the control of the control section 111, the
multiplexer 114 inserts table information similar to the
above-described table information "Tag_table()" (refer to
FIG. 11) having information associated with the prede-
termined sound unit within the audio stream into the
transport stream TS. In the present embodiment, the mul-
tiplexer 114 inserts the tag table descriptor
(Tag_table_descriptor()) (refer to FIG. 13) into an audio
elementary stream loop that is provided under a PMT
(Program Map Table).
[0090] Operations of the stream generating section
110 illustrated in FIG. 14 will be briefly described. The
video data SV is supplied to the video encoder 112. In
the video encoder 112, the video data SV is coded and
a video stream including the coded video data is gener-
ated. The video stream is supplied to the multiplexer 114.
[0091] The audio data SA is supplied to the audio en-
coder 113. The audio data SA includes object data of a
predetermined number of content groups in addition to
channel data. Here, one or a plurality of pieces of object
content belong to each content group.
[0092] In the audio encoder 113, the audio data SA is
coded and 3D audio transport data is obtained. The 3D
audio transport data includes the object coded data of a
predetermined number of content groups in addition to
the channel coded data. Therefore, in the audio encoder
113, an audio stream including the 3D audio transport

data is generated.
[0093] At this time, under the control of the control sec-
tion 111, the audio encoder 113 inserts the tag informa-
tion "Speech_tag_information()" indicating that the audio
compression data of the predetermined sound unit is in-
cluded into the audio frame including the audio compres-
sion data of the predetermined sound unit. Further, under
the control of the control section 111, the audio decoder
113 inserts the table information "Tag_table()" having in-
formation associated with the predetermined sound unit
within the audio stream into any audio frame.
[0094] The video stream generated in the video encod-
er 112 is supplied to the multiplexer 114. In addition, the
audio stream generated in the audio encoder 113 is sup-
plied to the multiplexer 114. The multiplexer 114 PES-
packetizes a stream supplied from each encoder, addi-
tionally transport-packetizes and multiplexes the stream,
and obtains a transport stream TS.
[0095] At this time, under the control of the control sec-
tion 111, the multiplexer 114 inserts the table information
having information associated with the predetermined
sound unit within the audio stream into the transport
stream TS. In this case, the tag table descriptor
(Tag_table_descriptor()) is inserted into the audio ele-
mentary stream loop that is provided under the PMT.

[Configuration of Transport Stream TS]

[0096] FIG. 15 illustrates a configuration example of
the transport stream TS in a case in which the 3D audio
transport data is transmitted by one stream (refer to FIG.
5(a)). The configuration example includes a PES packet
"video PES" of a video stream that is identified as a PID1
and a PES packet "audio PES" of an audio stream that
is identified as a PID2. The PES packet includes a PES
header (PES_header) and a PES payload
(PES_payload). Timestamps of DTS and PTS are insert-
ed into the PES header.
[0097] An audio stream (Audio coded stream) is insert-
ed into the PES payload of the PES packet of the audio
stream. The tag information "Speech_tag_information()"
is inserted into the audio stream and also the table infor-
mation "Tag_table()" is inserted thereinto.
[0098] In addition, in the transport stream TS, the PMT
(Program Map Table) is included as PSI (Program Spe-
cific Information). The PSI is information that describes
a program to which each elementary stream included in
the transport stream belongs. The PMT includes a pro-
gram loop (Program loop) that describes information as-
sociated with the entire program.
[0099] In addition, the PMT includes an elementary
stream loop having information associated with each el-
ementary stream. The configuration example includes a
video elementary stream loop (video ES loop) corre-
sponding to a video stream and an audio elementary
stream loop (audio ES loop) corresponding to an audio
stream.
[0100] In the video elementary stream loop (video ES
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loop), information such as a stream type and a PID (pack-
et identifier) corresponding to a video stream is arranged
and a descriptor that describes information associated
with the video stream is also arranged. A value of
"Stream_type" of the video stream is set to "0x24," and
PID information indicates the PID1 that is assigned to
the PES packet "video PES" of the video stream as de-
scribed above. As one descriptor, an HEVC descriptor
is arranged.
[0101] In addition, in the audio elementary stream loop
(audio ES loop), information such as a stream type and
a PID (packet identifier) corresponding to an audio
stream is arranged and a descriptor that describes infor-
mation associated with the audio stream is also arranged.
A value of "Stream_type" of the audio stream is set to
"0x2C" and the PID information indicates the PID2 that
is assigned to the PES packet "audio PES" of the audio
stream as described above. As one descriptor, the tag
table descriptor (Tag_table_descriptor()) is arranged.
[0102] FIG. 16 illustrates a configuration example of
the transport stream TS in a case in which the 3D audio
transport data is transmitted by two streams (refer to FIG.
5(b)). The configuration example includes the PES pack-
et "video PES" of the video stream that is identified as
the PID1. In addition, the configuration example includes
PES packets "audio PES" of two audio streams
(Substream1 and Substream2) that are identified as the
PID2 and a PID3, respectively.
[0103] The PES packet includes the PES header
(PES_header) and the PES payload (PES_payload).
Timestamps of DTS and PTS are inserted into the PES
header. The synchronization between the apparatuses
can be maintained in the entire system by applying the
time stamps accurately, for example, by matching the
time stamps of the PID2 and PID3 when multiplexing.
[0104] Audio streams (Audio coded streams) are in-
serted into the PES payload of the PES packets of two
audio streams (Substream1 and Substream2). The tag
information "Speech_tag_information()" is inserted into
the audio stream and also the table information
"Tag_table()" is inserted thereinto. Note that the tag in-
formation "Speech_tag_information()" and the table in-
formation "Tag_table()" may be inserted into only the
main audio stream (Substream1) side.
[0105] In addition, in the transport stream TS, the PMT
(Program Map Table) is included as the PSI (Program
Specific Information). The PSI is information that de-
scribes a program to which each elementary stream in-
cluded in the transport stream belongs. The PMT in-
cludes a program loop (Program loop) that describes in-
formation associated with the entire program.
[0106] In addition, the PMT includes an elementary
stream loop having the information associated with each
elementary stream. The configuration example includes
the video elementary stream loop (video ES loop) corre-
sponding to the video stream and the audio elementary
stream loop (audio ES loop) corresponding to two audio
streams (Substream1 and Substream2).

[0107] In the video elementary stream loop (video ES
loop), information such as a stream type and a PID (pack-
et identifier) corresponding to the video stream is ar-
ranged and a descriptor that describes information as-
sociated with the video stream is also arranged. A value
of "Stream_type" of the video stream is set to "0x24," and
the PID information indicates the PID1 that is assigned
to the PES packet "video PES" of the video stream as
described above. As one descriptor, the HEVC descriptor
is arranged.
[0108] In each audio elementary stream loop (audio
ES loop), information such as a stream type and a PID
(packet identifier) corresponding to the audio stream is
arranged and a descriptor that describes information as-
sociated with the audio stream is also arranged.
[0109] The PID2 is the main audio stream
(Substream1) and a value of "Stream_type" is set to
"0x2C" and the PID information indicates a PID that is
assigned to the PES packet "audio PES" of the audio
stream as described above. Further, the PID3 is the sub
audio stream (Substream2) and a value of "Stream_type"
is set to "0x2D" and the PID information indicates a PID
that is assigned to the PES packet "audio PES" of the
audio stream as described above.
[0110] In addition, in each audio elementary stream
loop (audio ES loop), the tag table descriptor
(Tag_table_descriptor()) is arranged as one descriptor.
Note that the tag table descriptor
(Tag_table_descriptor()) may be arranged in only the au-
dio elementary stream loop on the main audio stream
(Substream1) side.

[Configuration Example of Service Receiver]

[0111] FIG. 17 illustrates a configuration example of
the service receiver 200. The service receiver 200 in-
cludes a receiving section 201, a demultiplexer 202, a
video decoding section 203, a video processing circuit
204, a panel driving circuit 205, a display panel 206, and
an OSD (On Screen Display) section 207. In addition,
the service receiver 200 includes an audio decoding sec-
tion 214, an audio output circuit 215, and a speaker sys-
tem 216.
[0112] In addition, the service receiver 200 includes a
CPU 221, a flash ROM 222, a DRAM 223, an internal
bus 224, a remote control receiving section 225, a remote
control transmitter 226, a local storage 231, and a com-
munication interface 232. To the communication inter-
face 232, an online storage 242 is connected via a net-
work 241 such as the Internet.
[0113] The CPU 221 controls operations of respective
components of the service receiver 200. The flash ROM
222 stores control software and keeps data. The DRAM
223 constitutes a work area of the CPU 221. The CPU
221 deploys the software and data read from the flash
ROM 222 in the DRAM 223 to start the software and
controls the respective components of the service receiv-
er 200.
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[0114] The remote control receiving section 225 re-
ceives a remote control signal (a remote control code)
transmitted from the remote control transmitter 226 and
supplies the signal to the CPU 221. The CPU 221 controls
the respective components of the service receiver 200
on the basis of the remote control code. The CPU 221,
the flash ROM 222, the DRAM 223, the local storage
231, and the communication interface 232 are connected
to the internal bus 224.
[0115] The receiving section 201 receives the trans-
port stream TS transmitted from the service transmitter
100 on a broadcast wave or on a packet through a net-
work. The transport stream TS includes an audio stream
in addition to a video stream. The audio stream is an
audio stream in which an audio frame including the audio
compression data obtained by performing the encoding
processing on the audio data is continuously arranged.
[0116] As described above, the tag information indi-
cating that the audio compression data of the predeter-
mined sound unit is included is inserted into the audio
frame including the audio compression data of the pre-
determined sound unit. Further, as described above, the
table information having information associated with the
predetermined sound unit within the audio stream is in-
serted into a layer of the transport stream TS and/or a
layer of the audio stream.
[0117] Here, the tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" is inserted into the audio
frame including the audio compression data of the pre-
determined sound unit (refer to FIG. 5 and FIG. 10). In
addition, the table information "Tag_table()" is inserted
into the audio frame of any audio frame (refer to FIG. 5
and FIG. 11). Further, the tag table descriptor
(Tag_table_descriptor()) (refer to FIG. 13) is arranged in
the audio elementary stream loop that is provided under
the PMT.
[0118] The demultiplexer 202 extracts a video stream
from the transport stream TS and sends the video stream
to the video decoding section 203. The video decoding
section 203 performs decoding processing on the video
stream and obtains uncompressed video data. The video
processing circuit 204 performs scaling processing, im-
age quality regulating processing, or the like on the video
data obtained in the video decoding section 203 and ob-
tains video data for display.
[0119] The OSD section 207 generates a GUI display
signal under the control of the CPU 221. The GUI display
signal is sent to the video processing circuit 204 and is
superimposed on the video data. The panel driving circuit
205 drives the display panel 206 on the basis of the image
data for display obtained in the video processing circuit
204. The display panel 206 includes, for example, an
LCD (Liquid Crystal Display), an organic EL display (or-
ganic electroluminescence display), or the like.
[0120] In addition, the demultiplexer 202 extracts var-
ious types of information such as descriptor information
from the transport stream TS and sends the information
to the CPU 221. The various types of information also

include the above-described tag table descriptor. In ac-
cordance with the descriptor, the CPU 221 acquires the
table information having information associated with the
predetermined sound unit within the audio stream and
recognizes the frame count information indicating a
frame position from the service head of each sound unit,
the sound unit identification information of each sound
unit, the generation source identification information of
each sound unit, or the like.
[0121] In addition, the demultiplexer 202 extracts an
audio stream from the transport stream TS and sends
the audio stream to the audio decoding section 214. The
audio decoding section 214 performs decoding process-
ing on the audio stream and obtains audio data for driving
each speaker constituting the speaker system 216.
[0122] In this case, under the control of the CPU 221,
in the audio decoding section 214, only coded data of
any one piece of object content according to user selec-
tion is set as a decoding object among coded data of a
plurality of pieces of object content constituting a switch
group within coded data of a predetermined number of
pieces of object content included in the audio stream.
[0123] In addition, the audio decoding section 214 ex-
tracts various types of information that are inserted into
the audio stream and transmits the information to the
CPU 221. The various types of information also include
the above-described tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" and table information
"Tag_table()."
[0124] According to the tag information, for each audio
frame, the CPU 221 can recognize the audio frame in-
cluding the audio compression data of the predetermined
sound unit, the sound unit identification information of
the included sound unit, the generation source identifi-
cation information of the sound unit, the frame count in-
formation, the type information indicating whether to in-
clude the start position/end position, the information as-
sociated with an offset from the frame head to the start
position/end position, or the like.
[0125] In addition, according to the table information,
the CPU 221 recognizes information associated with the
predetermined sound unit within the audio stream, that
is, the frame count information indicating the frame po-
sition from the service head of each sound unit, the sound
unit identification information of each sound unit, the gen-
eration source identification information of each sound
unit, or the like.
[0126] Further, under the control of the CPU 221 based
on the tag information, the audio decoding section 214
segments the audio data corresponding to the predeter-
mined sound unit from the audio data obtained in the
decoding processing and writes the audio data in the
buffer to temporarily hold the audio data. For example,
when the user performs reproduction operation (instan-
taneous repeat operation), under the control of the CPU
221, the audio decoding section 214 reads the audio data
of the sound unit from the buffer, and directly outputs the
audio data as audio data, performs a text conversion to
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output the audio data as caption display data, or performs
both of the above. The caption display data is sent to the
video processing circuit 204 and is superimposed on the
video data.
[0127] In this case, in a case of outputting the audio
data as audio data, the audio data read from the buffer
is output in place of the audio data obtained in the de-
coding processing or is mixed with the audio data ob-
tained in the decoding processing to be output. Further,
in a case of outputting the audio data only as the caption
display data, output of the audio data obtained in the
decoding processing is continued.
[0128] Further, under the control of the CPU 221 based
on the tag information, when the user performs a caption
conversion display operation, the audio decoding section
segments the audio data of the sound unit of the instruct-
ed switch group, the group, the generation source
(speaker), or the like, performs a text conversion, and
outputs the audio data as the caption display data. The
caption display data is sent to the video processing circuit
204 and is superimposed on the video data. The audio
decoding section 214 will be further described in detail
below.
[0129] The audio output processing circuit 215 per-
forms necessary processing such as D/A conversion and
amplification on the audio data for driving each speaker
obtained in the audio decoding section 214 and supplies
the result to the speaker system 216. The speaker system
216 includes a plurality of speakers of a plurality of chan-
nels, for example, 2 channel, 5.1 channel, 7.1 channel,
22.2 channel, and the like.
[0130] In response to a user operation, under the con-
trol of the CPU 221, the transport stream TS sent from
the receiving section 201 through the demultiplexer 202
is written and held in the local storage 231. Further, under
the control of the CPU 221, the held transport stream TS
is read from the local storage 231 and is sent to the de-
multiplexer 202.
[0131] In response to the user operation, under the
control of the CPU 221, the communication interface 232
writes the transport stream TS sent from the receiving
section 201 through the demultiplexer 202 in the online
storage 242 through the network 241 and holds the trans-
port stream TS therein. Further, under the control of the
CPU 221, the communication interface 232 reads the
transport stream TS held in the online storage 242
through the network 241 and sends the transport stream
TS to the demultiplexer 202.
[0132] On the basis of the information associated with
the predetermined sound unit included in the table infor-
mation, the CPU 221 can control the transport stream
TS to be read from the storage. For example, the CPU
221 can control the container stream to be read from a
frame position including the sound unit according to user
selection.
[0133] In this case, the user refers to a display of in-
formation associated with each sound unit within the au-
dio stream displayed on the display panel 206 and selects

the sound unit as a reading position. As illustrated in FIG.
18, the CPU 221 sends a reading command along with
the tag information ("audio_frame_count," "speech_id,"
"speaker_id," and the like) corresponding to the selected
sound unit to the local storage 231, or the online storage
242 through the communication interface 232. The stor-
age compares the reading command with the tag infor-
mation "Speech_tag_information" or other table informa-
tion "Tag_table" associated with a predetermined con-
tainer stream or the audio stream, reads the container
stream from a matched part, and sends the container
stream to the demultiplexer 202. In this case, a time po-
sition from the service head of the audio stream is spec-
ified by using "audio_frame_count," an object group with-
in the audio stream is specified by using
"group_id/sw_group_id," the sound unit (voice) in the or-
der of time series is specified by using "speech_id," and
further the sound unit (voice) of a specified speaker is
specified by using "speaker_id" to thereby reproduce an
intended voice, or not only voices but also other data
such as videos included in the container at the timing.

[Configuration Example of Audio Decoding Unit]

[0134] FIG. 19 illustrates a configuration example of
the audio decoding section 214. The audio decoding sec-
tion 214 includes a decoder 251, an object renderer 252,
a mixer 253, an audio data segmenting section 254, an
audio data & tag buffer 255, and a text conversion/caption
display section 256.
[0135] The decoder 251 performs decoding process-
ing on the audio stream extracted by the demultiplexer
202 and obtains object data of the predetermined number
of pieces of object content in addition to the channel data.
The decoder 251 performs the processes of the audio
encoder 113 of the stream generating section 110 of FIG.
14 approximately in reverse order. It is noted that, in a
plurality of pieces of object content constituting a switch
group, only object data of any one piece of object content
according to user selection is obtained under the control
of the CPU 221.
[0136] In addition, the decoder 251 extracts various
types of information that are inserted into the audio
stream and transmits the information to the CPU 221.
The various types of information also include the above-
described tag information "Speech_tag_information()"
and table information "Tag_table()."
[0137] According to the tag information, for each audio
frame, the CPU 221 can recognize the audio frame in-
cluding the audio compression data of the predetermined
sound unit, the sound unit identification information of
the included sound unit, the generation source identifi-
cation information of the sound unit, the frame count in-
formation, the type information indicating whether to in-
clude the start position/end position, the information as-
sociated with an offset from the frame head to the start
position/end position, or the like. In addition, according
to the table information, the CPU 221 recognizes infor-
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mation associated with the predetermined sound unit
within the audio stream, that is, the frame count informa-
tion indicating the frame position from the service head
of each sound unit, the sound unit identification informa-
tion of each sound unit, the generation source identifica-
tion information of each sound unit, or the like.
[0138] The object renderer 252 performs rendering
processing on object data of the predetermined number
of pieces of object content and obtains channel data of
the predetermined number of pieces of object content.
Here, the object data includes audio data of an object
sound source and position information of the object
sound source. The object renderer 252 obtains channel
data by mapping audio data of an object sound source
with any speaker position on the basis of position infor-
mation of the object sound source.
[0139] The mixer 253 combines channel data of each
piece of object content obtained in the object renderer
252 with channel data obtained in the decoder 251 and
obtains channel data (audio data) for driving each speak-
er constituting the speaker system 216.
[0140] Under the control of the CPU 221 based on the
tag information, the audio data segmenting section 254
sequentially segments the audio data of the sound unit
indicated by the tag information from the audio data
(channel data) obtained in the decoder 251 or the audio
data (channel data) of each piece of object content ob-
tained in the object renderer 252.
[0141] In an example illustrated in FIG. 6, for example,
the audio data according to the sound unit 1 of an audio
content 1 is segmented from the audio frames f1 to f2.
In the segmentation, information indicating offsets of
"xs1" and "xe1" is used in order to accurately segment
the audio data according to the sound unit 1. Continu-
ously, the audio data according to the sound unit 2 of an
audio content 2 is segmented from the audio frames f3
to f4. In the segmentation, information indicating offsets
of "xs2" and "xe2" is used in order to accurately segment
the audio data according to the sound unit 1.
[0142] Under the control of the CPU 221, in the audio
data & tag buffer 255, the audio data of the sound unit
segmented by the audio data segmenting section 254
and the tag information of the sound unit are associated
with each other and read to be held. In the audio data &
tag buffer 255, the latest predetermined number seg-
mented by the audio data segmenting section 254, for
example, only information associated with two sound
units is held. Note that in the audio data & tag buffer 255,
only information associated with the sound unit segment-
ed by the audio data segmenting section 254 within a
certain time in the past may be held.
[0143] FIG. 20 illustrates an example of a hold content
of the audio data & tag buffer 255. In the illustrated ex-
ample, the information associated with the two sound
units of the sound unit 1 (Unit 1) and the sound unit 2
(Unit 2) is held. As information of the sound unit 1 (Unit
1), the audio data (audio content 1 data) of the sound
unit is provided in addition to the frame count information

"audio_frame_count," the sound unit identification infor-
mation "speech_id," and the generation source (speaker)
information "speaker_id." Further, as information of the
sound unit 2 (Unit 2), the audio data (audio content 2
data) of the sound unit is provided in addition to the frame
count information "audio_frame_count," the sound unit
identification information "speech_id," and the genera-
tion source (speaker) identification information
"speaker_id."
[0144] Here, for example, the frame count information
"audio_frame_count" indicates the frame count value in-
dicating the frame position from the service head of the
audio frame including the start position. Note that the
frame count information "audio_frame_count" may fur-
ther hold the frame count value indicating the frame po-
sition from the service head of the audio frame including
the end position. In addition, as the tag information held
in the audio data & tag buffer 255, other information in-
cluded in the tag information "Speech_tag_information()"
may further be included.
[0145] The text conversion/caption display section 256
converts the audio data of each sound unit segmented
by the audio data segmenting section 254 or the audio
data read from the audio data & tag buffer 255 to the text
data, further converts the text data into bit map data to
thereby generate caption display data, and supplies the
caption display data to the video processing circuit 204
as a signal superimposed on the video data.
[0146] In response to the user operation, under the
control of the CPU 221, the information associated with
each sound unit held in the audio data & tag buffer 255
is displayed on the display panel 206. In this case, under
the control of the CPU 221, a GUI display signal gener-
ated from the OSD section 207 is sent to the video
processing circuit 204 and is superimposed on the video
data. FIG. 21 illustrates an example of a display example.
The display example corresponds to the hold content of
the audio data & tag buffer 255 illustrated in FIG. 20. Note
that the generation source (speaker) may be set to be
viscerally displayed along with the generation source
(speaker) identification information "speaker_id" or in
place thereof.
[0147] The user can perform an operation for reading
and outputting any of the sound units from among the
audio data of each sound unit held in the audio data &
tag buffer 255. As described above, for example, the in-
formation associated with each sound unit held in the
audio data & tag buffer 255 is displayed on the display
panel 206 and then a desired sound unit is selected to
thereby perform the user operation. In this case, the audio
data of the selected sound unit is read from the audio
data & tag buffer 255.
[0148] Further, the information associated with each
sound unit is not displayed on the display panel 206 and
a reproduction operation is performed to thereby perform
the user operation (instantaneous repeat operation). In
this case, the audio data of the latest sound unit is read
from the audio data & tag buffer 255 among the audio
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data of each held sound unit.
[0149] As described above, the audio data read from
the audio data & tag buffer 255 is enabled to be directly
output as the audio data, output as the caption display
data, or output as both the audio data and the caption
display data. How to output the audio data can be select-
ed by an operation of the user.
[0150] In the case of outputting the audio data as audio
data, the audio data read from the audio data & tag buffer
255 is supplied to the mixer 253 and is mixed into the
channel data supplied from the decoder 251 or the object
renderer 252, or in place of the above, the audio data is
output from the mixer 253.
[0151] Further, in a case of outputting the audio data
as the caption display data, the audio data read from the
audio data & tag buffer 255 is supplied to the text con-
version/caption display section 256, converted into the
text data, further converted into bit map data to thereby
generate the caption display data, and supplied to the
video processing circuit 204 as the signal superimposed
on the video data. This process permits the caption dis-
play data to be displayed on an image as the caption in
the display panel 206. FIG. 22 illustrates a caption display
example in the display panel 206. In the illustrated ex-
ample, a caption display of "Wonderful scene. Come
here!" is displayed.
[0152] Further, the user can set a caption correspond-
ing to the audio data of each sound unit segmented by
the audio data segmenting section 254 to be enabled to
be always displayed on the display panel 206 (caption
conversion display operation). In this case, the user can
instruct the switch group, the group, the generation
source (speaker), or the like of the sound unit segmented
by the audio data segmenting section 254.
[0153] The audio data of each sound unit segmented
by the audio data segmenting section 254 is supplied to
the text conversion/caption display section 256, convert-
ed into the text data, further converted into bit map data
to thereby generate the caption display data, and sup-
plied to the video processing circuit 204 as the signal
superimposed on the video data. This process permits
the caption display data to be displayed on an image as
the caption in the display panel 206.
[0154] Operations of the service receiver 200 illustrat-
ed in FIG. 17 will be briefly described. The receiving sec-
tion 201 receives the transport stream TS transmitted
from the service transmitter 100 on a broadcast wave or
on a packet through a network. The transport stream TS
includes an audio stream in addition to a video stream.
[0155] The audio stream is an audio stream in which
an audio frame including audio compression data ob-
tained by performing encoding processing on audio data
is continuously arranged. The tag information (refer to
FIG. 10) indicating that the audio compression data of
the predetermined sound unit is included is inserted into
the audio frame including the audio compression data of
the predetermined sound unit. Further, table information
(refer to FIG. 11 and FIG. 13) having information asso-

ciated with the predetermined sound unit within the audio
stream is inserted into a layer of the transport stream TS
and/or a layer of the audio stream.
[0156] The transport stream TS is supplied to the de-
multiplexer 202. The demultiplexer 202 extracts a video
stream from the transport stream TS and supplies the
video stream to the video decoding section 203. The vid-
eo decoding section 203 performs decoding processing
on the video stream and obtains uncompressed video
data. The video data is supplied to the video processing
circuit 204.
[0157] The video processing circuit 204 performs scal-
ing processing, image quality regulating processing, or
the like on the video data and obtains video data for dis-
play. The video data for display is supplied to the panel
driving circuit 205. The panel driving circuit 205 drives
the display panel 206 on the basis of the video data for
display. This process permits an image corresponding
to the video data for display to be displayed on the display
panel 206.
[0158] In addition, the demultiplexer 202 extracts var-
ious types of information such as descriptor information
from the transport stream TS and sends the information
to the CPU 221. The various types of information also
include the above-described tag table descriptor. Ac-
cording to the descriptor, the CPU 221 acquires the table
information having information associated with the pre-
determined sound unit within the audio stream and rec-
ognizes the frame count information indicating the frame
position from the service head of each sound unit, the
sound unit identification information of each sound unit,
the generation source identification information of each
sound unit, or the like.
[0159] In addition, the demultiplexer 202 extracts an
audio stream from the transport stream TS and sends
the audio stream to the audio decoding section 214. The
audio decoding section 214 performs decoding process-
ing on the audio stream and obtains audio data for driving
each speaker constituting the speaker system 216.
[0160] In addition, the audio decoding section 214 ex-
tracts various types of information that are inserted into
the audio stream and transmits the information to the
CPU 221. The various types of information also include
the tag information "Speech_tag_information()" and the
table information "Tag_table()."
[0161] According to the tag information, for each audio
frame, the CPU 221 recognizes the audio frame including
the audio compression data of the predetermined sound
unit, the sound unit identification information of the in-
cluded sound unit, the generation source identification
information of the sound unit, the frame count informa-
tion, the type information indicating whether to include
the start position/end position, the information indicating
an offset from the frame head to the start position/end
position, or the like.
[0162] In addition, according to the table information,
the CPU 221 recognizes information associated with the
predetermined sound unit within the audio stream, that
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is, the frame count information indicating the frame po-
sition from the service head of each sound unit, the sound
unit identification information of each sound unit, the gen-
eration source identification information of each sound
unit, or the like.
[0163] Further, on the basis of the tag information un-
der the control of the CPU 221 based on the tag infor-
mation, the audio decoding section 214 segments the
audio data corresponding to the predetermined sound
unit from the audio data obtained by the decoding
processing and temporarily holds the audio data in the
buffer. Under the control of the CPU 221, for example,
when the user performs a reproduction operation (instan-
taneous repeat operation), the audio decoding section
214 reads the audio data of the sound unit from the buffer,
and directly output the audio data as audio data, performs
a text conversion to output the audio data as caption dis-
play data, or performs both of the above. The caption
display data is sent to the video processing circuit 204
and is superimposed on the video data.
[0164] In this case, in a case of outputting the audio
data as audio data, the audio data read from the buffer
is output in place of the audio data obtained by the de-
coding processing or is mixed with the audio data ob-
tained by the decoding processing to be output. Further,
in a case of outputting the audio data only as the caption
display data, an output of the audio data obtained by the
decoding processing is continued.
[0165] Further, on the basis of the tag information, un-
der the control of the CPU 221, when the user performs
a caption conversion display operation, the audio decod-
ing section segments the audio data of the sound unit of
the instructed switch group, the group, the generation
source (speaker), or the like, performs a text conversion,
and outputs the audio data as caption display data. The
caption display data is sent to the video processing circuit
204 and is superimposed on the video data.
[0166] The audio data for driving each speaker ob-
tained by the audio decoding section 214 is supplied to
the audio output processing circuit 215. The audio output
processing circuit 215 performs necessary processing
such as D/A conversion or amplification on the audio da-
ta. Then, the audio data after the processing is supplied
to the speaker system 216. Through this process, an
acoustic output corresponding to the display image on
the display panel 206 is obtained from the speaker sys-
tem 216.
[0167] In response to the user operation, under the
control of the CPU 221, the transport stream TS sent
from the receiving section 201 through the demultiplexer
202 is written in the local storage 231. Further, in re-
sponse to the user operation, under the control of the
CPU 221, the held transport stream TS is read from the
local storage 231 and is sent to the demultiplexer 202.
The following processing to the transport stream TS is
similar to that to the transport stream TS supplied from
the above-described receiving section 201.
[0168] Further, in response to the user operation, un-

der the control of the CPU 221, the communication inter-
face 232 writes the transport stream TS sent from the
receiving section 201 through the demultiplexer 202 in
the online storage 242 through the network 241. Further,
in response to the user operation, under the control of
the CPU 221, the communication interface 232 reads the
transport stream TS held in the online storage 242
through the network 241 and sends the transport stream
TS to the demultiplexer 202. The following processing to
the transport stream TS is similar to that to the transport
stream TS supplied from the above-described receiving
section 201.
[0169] In response to the user operation, the CPU 221
controls the transport stream TS to be read from the stor-
ages (the local storage 231 and the online storage 242)
on the basis of the information associated with the pre-
determined sound unit included in the table information.
For example, the CPU 221 controls the container stream
to be read from the frame position including the sound
unit selected by the user.
[0170] In this case, the user refers to an information
display associated with the predetermined sound unit in-
cluded in the table information displayed on the display
panel 206 and selects the sound unit as a reading posi-
tion. In response to the selection, the CPU 221 sends
the reading command having the frame count value in-
dicating the frame position from the service head corre-
sponding to the selected sound unit to the local storage
231 or the online storage 242 through the communication
interface 232. In each of the storages, reading of the con-
tainer stream is started from the frame position including
the sound unit selected by the user on the basis of the
frame count value.
[0171] As described above, in the transmitting and re-
ceiving system 10 illustrated in FIG. 1, the service trans-
mitter 100 inserts the tag information indicating that the
audio compression data of the predetermined sound unit
is included into the audio frame including the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit. There-
fore, the audio data corresponding to the predetermined
sound unit is easily enabled to be segmented and used
for a sound output, a caption display, or the like on the
basis of the tag information on the receiving side.
[0172] Further, in the transmitting and receiving sys-
tem 10 illustrated in FIG. 1, the service transmitter 100
inserts the table information having information associ-
ated with the predetermined sound unit within the audio
stream into a layer of the container stream and/or a layer
of the audio stream. Therefore, it is possible to perform
processing based on the information associated with the
predetermined sound unit included in the table informa-
tion on the receiving side. For example, by the storage
in which the container stream is written, it is possible to
easily perform the reading from a position in which the
audio compression data of the predetermined sound unit
is included.
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<2. Modification Example>

[0173] It is to be noted that, in the above-described
embodiment, an example in which a container stream
(multiplexed stream) is an MPEG-2 transport stream
(transport stream TS) has been described. However, the
present technology can be similarly applied also to a sys-
tem in which distribution is performed in the container
stream of MP4 or another format. The examples include
a MPEG-DASH-based stream distribution system, a
transmitting and receiving system that handles an MMT
(MPEG Media Transport) structure transport stream, and
the like.
[0174] FIG. 23 illustrates a configuration example of
an MMT stream in a case of inserting media access in-
formation (container object data) into the audio stream
and sending the audio stream. An MMT packet of each
asset of video, audio, or the like is provided in the MMT
stream. The configuration example includes an MMT
packet of an asset of a video that is identified as an ID1
and an MMT packet of an asset of audio that is identified
as an ID2. The tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" (refer to FIG. 10) is inserted
into the asset (audio stream) of the audio and also the
table information "Tag_table()" (refer to FIG. 11) is insert-
ed thereinto.
[0175] In addition, the MMT stream includes a mes-
sage packet such as a PA (Packet Access) message
packet. The PA message packet includes a table such
as an MMT packet table (MMT Package Table). The MP
table includes information for each asset. In this case,
the tag table descriptor (refer to FIG. 13) is also included
as information of the asset of the audio.
[0176] FIG. 24 illustrates a configuration example of
an MP4 stream (file) including data of an audio track
(track A). The illustrated example is an example in a case
of a fragmented MP4 (Fragmented MP4). In the MP4
stream, a movie fragment (Movie Fragment) including a
"moof" box in which control information is included and
an "mdat" box in which a media data body is included is
provided in a predetermined number. A fragment ob-
tained by fractionating track data is included in the "mdat"
box and therefore the control information that is included
in the "moof" box is control information regarding the frag-
ment.
[0177] In the MP4 stream "audio bitstream" corre-
sponding to the audio track, a predetermined number of
audio frames (Audio Frame) are provided in the "mdat"
box of each movie fragment. In addition, in the MP4
stream "audio bitstream," a "traf" box is provided in the
"moof" box of each movie fragment and a "tfdt" box is
provided in the "traf" box. In the "tfdt" box, a decode time
"baseMediaDecodeTime" of a first access unit after the
"moof" box is described.
[0178] Further, the "tfdt" box is provided in the "moof"
box, an "sgpd" box is provided in the "tfdt" box, and a
"tscl" box is provided in the "sgpd" box. Parameters of
"Audiostreamtype" and "Attribute" are described in the

"tscl" box. "Audiostreamtype=AudioCodec" indicates an
audio compression format. "Attribute=speech tag" indi-
cates that the tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" is inserted into the audio
stream.
[0179] FIG. 25 illustrates an MPD file description ex-
ample. Further, FIG. 26 illustrates contents of primary
information in the description example. In the past, as
everybody knows, in the MPEG-DASH-based stream
distribution system, a media stream (MP4 stream) and
the MPD file as a metafile have been transmitted to the
receiving side through a communication network trans-
mission path.
[0180] Descriptions of "<AdaptationSet
mimeType="audio/mp4" group="1">" indicate that an
adaptation set (AdaptationSet) corresponding to the au-
dio stream is included, the audio stream is supplied with
an MP4 file structure, and a group 1 is assigned to the
audio stream. Further, descriptions of "<Supplementary-
Descriptor
schemeldUri="urn:brdcst:codecType" value="Audio Co-
dec"/>" indicate a codec of the audio stream. The codec
includes MPEG-H, AAC, AC3, AC4, and the like. Further,
descriptions of "<SupplementaryDescriptor
schemeldUri="urn:brdcst:speechtagContained" value="
true"/>" indicate that the tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" is included.
[0181] Further, the above-described embodiment de-
scribes an example in which the audio compression for-
mat is MPEG-H 3D Audio. However, the present tech-
nology can be similarly applied also to a case in which
the audio compression format is another audio compres-
sion format of AAC, AC3, AC4, or the like.
[0182] FIG. 27(a) illustrates a structure of a layer of an
AC4 simple transport (Simple Transport). There are a
field of a syncword (syncWord), a field of a frame length
(frame Length), a field of "RawAc4Frame" as a coded
data field, and a CRC field. As illustrated in FIG. 27(b),
in the field of "RawAc4Frame," there is a field of TOC
(Table Of Content) in the beginning, and there are fields
of a predetermined number of substreams (Substream)
thereafter.
[0183] As illustrated in FIG. 28(b), in the substream
(ac4_substream_data()), there is a metadata area (meta-
data) and a field of "umd_payloads_substream()" is pro-
vided therein. The tag information
"Speech_tag_information()" (refer to FIG. 10) and the ta-
ble information "Tag_table()" (refer to FIG. 11) are placed
in a field of "umd_payload_byte" in the field of
"umd_payloads_substream()."
[0184] It is noted that, as illustrated in FIG. 28(a), there
is a field of "ac4_presentation_info()" in TOC (ac4_toc()),
and further there is a field of "umd_info()" therein, which
indicates that there is the tag information or the like in-
serted into the field of "umd_payloads_substream()" de-
scribed above.
[0185] It is to be noted that, the present technology
may employ the following configurations.
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(1) A transmitting apparatus including:

a stream generating section configured to gen-
erate an audio stream in which an audio frame
including audio compression data obtained by
performing encoding processing on audio data
is continuously arranged;
an information inserting section configured to in-
sert tag information indicating that the audio
compression data of a predetermined sound unit
is included into the audio frame including the
audio compression data of the predetermined
sound unit; and
a transmitting section configured to transmit a
container stream of a predetermined format in-
cluding the audio stream into which the tag in-
formation is inserted.

(2) The transmitting apparatus according to (1)
above, in which
the tag information has type information indicating
that a start position of the audio compression data
of the predetermined sound unit is included, an end
position thereof is included, or neither of the start
position and the end position is included.
(3) The transmitting apparatus according to (2)
above, in which
the tag information has offset information indicating
an offset of a sample unit from a frame head to the
start position when the type information indicates
that the start position is included and indicating an
offset of a sample unit from a frame head to the end
position when the type information indicates that the
end position is included.
(4) The transmitting apparatus according to any one
of (1) to (3) above, in which
the tag information has frame count information in-
dicating a frame position from a service head of the
audio frame into which the tag information is insert-
ed.
(5) The transmitting apparatus according to any one
of (1) to (4) above, in which
when the predetermined sound unit is provided in
plurality, the tag information has sound unit identifi-
cation information for identifying a corresponding
sound unit.
(6) The transmitting apparatus according to any one
of (1) to (5) above, in which
when the predetermined sound unit is provided in
plurality and sound units of a plurality of generation
sources are included in the plurality of sound units,
the tag information has generation source identifica-
tion information for identifying the generation source
of the corresponding sound unit.
(7) The transmitting apparatus according to any one
of (1) to (6) above, in which
the stream generating section performs encoding
processing on the audio data of a plurality of groups

and generates the audio stream in which the audio
frame including the audio compression data of the
plurality of groups is continuously arranged, and
the tag information has group identification informa-
tion for identifying a group to which the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit be-
longs.
(8) The transmitting apparatus according to (7)
above, in which
when a group indicated by the group identification
information is a group constituting a predetermined
switch group, the tag information has switch group
identification information for identifying the predeter-
mined switch group.
(9) The transmitting apparatus according to any one
of (1) to (8) above, in which
the information inserting section further inserts table
information having information associated with the
predetermined sound unit within the audio stream
into a layer of the container stream and/or a layer of
the audio stream.
(10) The transmitting apparatus according to (9)
above, in which
when the predetermined sound unit is provided in
plurality, information associated with the plurality of
sound units has sound unit identification information
for identifying the corresponding sound unit, individ-
ually.
(11) The transmitting apparatus according to (9) or
(10) above, in which
when the predetermined sound unit is provided in
plurality and the sound units of a plurality of gener-
ation sources are included in the plurality of sound
units, information associated with the plurality of
sound units has generation source identification in-
formation for identifying a generation source of the
corresponding sound unit, individually.
(12) The transmitting apparatus according to any one
of (9) to (11) above, in which
information associated with the predetermined
sound unit has frame count information indicating a
frame position from a service head of the audio frame
including the audio compression data of the prede-
termined sound unit.
(13) A transmitting method including:

a stream generating step of generating an audio
stream in which an audio frame including audio
compression data obtained by performing en-
coding processing on audio data is continuously
arranged;
an information inserting step of inserting tag in-
formation indicating that the audio compression
data of a predetermined sound unit is included
into the audio frame including the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit;
and
a transmitting step of transmitting, by a trans-
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mitting section, a container stream of a prede-
termined format including the audio stream into
which the tag information is inserted.

(14) A receiving apparatus including:

a receiving section configured to receive a con-
tainer stream of a predetermined format includ-
ing an audio stream in which an audio frame
including audio compression data is continuous-
ly arranged, in which
the audio frame including the audio compres-
sion data of a predetermined sound unit includes
tag information indicating that the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit
is included,
the receiving apparatus, further including
a processing section configured to perform a
process of the audio stream by using the tag
information.

(15) The receiving apparatus according to (14)
above, in which
the processing section includes

a decoding section configured to perform decod-
ing processing on the audio compression data
included in each audio frame of the audio stream
and obtain audio data, and
a data segmenting and holding section config-
ured to segment the audio data corresponding
to the predetermined sound unit from the audio
data obtained by the decoding section and hold
the audio data in a buffer on the basis of the tag
information.

(16) The receiving apparatus according to (15)
above, in which
the processing section further includes a data output
section configured to read and output the audio data
corresponding to the predetermined sound unit from
the buffer on the basis of operational information of
a user.
(17) The receiving apparatus according to any one
of (14) to (16) above, in which
the processing section further includes

a decoding section configured to perform decod-
ing processing on the audio compression data
included in each audio frame of the audio stream
and obtain the audio data, and
a caption data generating section configured to
segment the audio data corresponding to the
predetermined sound unit from the audio data
obtained by the decoding section, perform a text
conversion, and generate caption data on the
basis of the tag information.

(18) A receiving method including:

a receiving step of receiving, by a receiving sec-
tion, a container stream of a predetermined for-
mat including an audio stream in which an audio
frame including audio compression data is con-
tinuously arranged, in which
the audio frame including the audio compres-
sion data of a predetermined sound unit includes
tag information indicating that the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit
is included,
the receiving method, further including
a processing step of performing a process of the
audio stream by using the tag information.

(19) A receiving apparatus including:

a receiving section configured to receive a con-
tainer stream of a predetermined format includ-
ing an audio stream in which an audio frame
including audio compression data is continuous-
ly arranged, in which
the audio frame including the audio compres-
sion data of a predetermined sound unit includes
tag information indicating that the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit
is included,
a layer of the container stream and/or a layer of
the audio stream includes table information hav-
ing information associated with the predeter-
mined sound unit within the audio stream,
the receiving apparatus, further includes
a control section configured to control the re-
ceived container stream to be written in a stor-
age, the container stream to be read from the
storage, and the audio stream included in the
read container stream to be processed, and
the control section controls the container stream
to be read from the storage on the basis of in-
formation associated with the predetermined
sound unit included in the table information.

(20) A receiving method including:

a receiving step of receiving, by a receiving sec-
tion, a container stream of a predetermined for-
mat including an audio stream in which an audio
frame including audio compression data is con-
tinuously arranged, in which
the audio frame including the audio compres-
sion data of a predetermined sound unit includes
tag information indicating that the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit
is included,
a layer of the container stream and/or a layer of
the audio stream includes table information hav-
ing information associated with the predeter-
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mined sound unit within the audio stream,
the receiving method, further includes
a writing control step of controlling the received
container stream to be written in a storage,
a reading control step of controlling the container
stream to be read from the storage,
a processing step of performing a process of the
audio stream included in the read container
stream, and
in the reading control step, the container stream
is controlled to be read from the storage on the
basis of information associated with the prede-
termined sound unit included in the table infor-
mation.

[0186] A main feature of the present technology is that
tag information indicating that audio compression data
of a predetermined sound unit is included is inserted into
the audio frame including the audio compression data of
the predetermined sound unit and is transmitted, and
thereby it is easy to segment the audio data correspond-
ing to the predetermined sound unit and use the audio
data for a sound output, a caption display, or the like on
the basis of the tag information on a receiving side (refer
to FIG. 5 and FIG. 7).

[Reference Signs List]

[0187]

10 Transmitting and receiving system

100 Service transmitter

110 Stream generating section

111 Control section

111a CPU

112 Video encoder

113 Audio encoder

114 Multiplexer

200 Service receiver

201 Receiving section

202 Demultiplexer

203 Video decoding section

204 Video processing circuit

205 Panel driving circuit

206 Display panel

207 OSD section

214 Audio decoding section

215 Audio output processing circuit

216 Speaker system

221 CPU

222 Flash ROM

223 DRAM

224 Internal bus

225 Remote control receiving section

226 Remote control transmitter

231 Local storage

232 Communication interface

241 Network

242 Online storage

251 Decoder

252 Object renderer

253 Mixer

254 Audio data segmenting section

255 Audio data & tag buffer

256 Text conversion/caption display section

Claims

1. A transmitting apparatus (100) comprising:

a stream generating section (110) configured to
generate an audio stream in which an audio
frame including audio compression data ob-
tained by performing encoding processing on
audio data is continuously arranged;
an information inserting section (111) config-
ured to insert tag information indicating that the
audio compression data of a predetermined
sound unit is included into the audio frame in-
cluding the audio compression data of the pre-
determined sound unit, wherein when the pre-
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determined sound unit is provided in plurality,
the tag information has sound unit identification
information for identifying a corresponding
sound unit; and
a transmitting section (114) configured to trans-
mit a container stream of a predetermined for-
mat including the audio stream into which the
tag information is inserted.

2. The transmitting apparatus (100) according to claim
1, wherein
the tag information has type information indicating
that a start position of the audio compression data
of the predetermined sound unit is included, an end
position thereof is included, or neither of the start
position and the end position is included.

3. The transmitting apparatus (100) according to claim
2, wherein
the tag information has offset information indicating
an offset of a sample unit from a frame head to the
start position when the type information indicates
that the start position is included and indicating an
offset of a sample unit from a frame head to the end
position when the type information indicates that the
end position is included.

4.  The transmitting apparatus (100) according to any
one of the previous claims, wherein
the tag information has frame count information in-
dicating a frame position from a service head of the
audio frame into which the tag information is insert-
ed.

5. The transmitting apparatus (100) according to any
one of the preceding claims, wherein
when the predetermined sound unit is provided in
plurality and sound units of a plurality of generation
sources are included in the plurality of sound units,
the tag information has generation source identifica-
tion information for identifying the generation source
of the corresponding sound unit.

6. The transmitting apparatus (100) according to any
one of the preceding claims, wherein
the stream generating section (110) is configured to
perform encoding processing on the audio data of a
plurality of groups and generates the audio stream
in which the audio frame including the audio com-
pression data of the plurality of groups is continu-
ously arranged, and
the tag information has group identification informa-
tion for identifying a group to which the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit be-
longs.

7. The transmitting apparatus (100) according to claim
6, wherein

when a group indicated by the group identification
information is a group constituting a predetermined
switch group, the tag information has switch group
identification information for identifying the predeter-
mined switch group.

8.  The transmitting apparatus (100) according to any
one of the preceding claims, wherein
the information inserting section (111) is further con-
figured to insert table information having information
associated with the predetermined sound unit within
the audio stream into a layer of the container stream
and/or a layer of the audio stream.

9. The transmitting apparatus (100) according to claim
8, wherein
when the predetermined sound unit is provided in
plurality, information associated with the plurality of
sound units has sound unit identification information
for identifying the corresponding sound unit, individ-
ually.

10. The transmitting apparatus (100) according to claim
8 or 9, wherein
when the predetermined sound unit is provided in
plurality and the sound units of a plurality of gener-
ation sources are included in the plurality of sound
units, information associated with the plurality of
sound units has generation source identification in-
formation for identifying a generation source of the
corresponding sound unit, individually.

11. The transmitting apparatus (100) according to any
one of claims 8 to 10, wherein
information associated with the predetermined
sound unit has frame count information indicating a
frame position from a service head of the audio frame
including the audio compression data of the prede-
termined sound unit.

12. A transmitting method comprising:

generating an audio stream in which an audio
frame including audio compression data ob-
tained by performing encoding processing on
audio data is continuously arranged;
inserting tag information indicating that the au-
dio compression data of a predetermined sound
unit is included into the audio frame including
the audio compression data of the predeter-
mined sound unit, wherein when the predeter-
mined sound unit is provided in plurality, the tag
information has sound unit identification infor-
mation for identifying a corresponding sound
unit; and
transmitting a container stream of a predeter-
mined format including the audio stream into
which the tag information is inserted.
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13. A receiving apparatus (200) comprising:

a receiving section (201) configured to receive
a container stream of a predetermined format
including an audio stream in which an audio
frame including audio compression data is con-
tinuously arranged, wherein
the audio frame including the audio compres-
sion data of a predetermined sound unit includes
tag information indicating that the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit
is included, wherein when the predetermined
sound unit is provided in plurality, the tag infor-
mation has sound unit identification information
for identifying a corresponding sound unit;
the receiving apparatus (200), further compris-
ing
a processing section (214; 215) configured to
perform a process of the audio stream by using
the tag information.

14. The receiving apparatus (200) according to claim 13,
wherein
the processing section includes

a decoding section (214) configured to perform
decoding processing on the audio compression
data included in each audio frame of the audio
stream and obtain audio data, and
a data segmenting and holding section config-
ured to segment the audio data corresponding
to the predetermined sound unit from the audio
data obtained by the decoding section and hold
the audio data in a buffer on the basis of the tag
information.

15. A receiving method comprising:

receiving a container stream of a predetermined
format including an audio stream in which an
audio frame including audio compression data
is continuously arranged, wherein
the audio frame including the audio compres-
sion data of a predetermined sound unit includes
tag information indicating that the audio com-
pression data of the predetermined sound unit
is included, wherein when the predetermined
sound unit is provided in plurality, the tag infor-
mation has sound unit identification information
for identifying a corresponding sound unit; and
performing a process of the audio stream by us-
ing the tag information.
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